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Notes and Documents

The Status of the Welsh in the Laws of Ine

THERE is one initial difficulty to be faced in dealing with the
Laws of Ine, namely, that it is impossible to say how far the
form in which they have been preserved may differ from the form
in which they were issued. Two centuries elapsed between their
earliest appearance and their redaction by Alfred, who may have
altered them, consciously1 or unconsciously, in the mere process
of handling. Moreover, the oldest version, dated by Dr. lieber-
mann 891-924,2 shows signs of manipulation on the part of the
copyist. Rubrics and annotations have slipped into the text ;
and though some have been detected and expelled, yet others
may still lie concealed.

None the less, when the code is taken as a whole, it seems
improbable that the alterations are serious. Dr. Liebermann,
dealing in turn with the form, the language, and the content of
the laws, is satisfied that they are what they profess to be.3 And
it may be added that in the case of some clauses the presumption
of authenticity amounts almost to certainty. The provisions
concerning the Damnonian Welsh are a case in point. First, as
examination shows, they hang so well together that they seem
the outcome of a settled line of policy ; secondly, it is difficult to
see how the author of that policy can have been any one else than
Ine. Alfred could have no motive for altering his predecessor's
enactments about a racial problem which had lost all importance.
The relations between Wessex and the Welsh of Damnonia weje
no longer called in question : in Alfred's day the attention of
West Saxon statesmen was directed towards the Northmen.
On the whole, then, there would seem particularly good reason

1 Dr. Liebermann, in his paper Ueber die Qeteizt Ines, p. 28 (Mtiangu d'Histoire
offerta d Jd. Charles Bhnont, Paris, 1913) denies that Alfred made any deliberate
alterations. But the first part of the Prologue, 49. 9 (Liebermann, Qtretze der Angd-
sacJuen, i. 46, 47) seems to show that while Alfred did not set down ' many things of
his own ', yet he reserved to himself the right of ' commanding otherwise to be held '
the ' things which liked him not ' ; and this declaration is not cancelled by the clause -
mentioning Ine, Offa, and Aethelberht.

• Liebermann, Ueber die Gesetze Inrj, pp. 28, 29. * Ibid. pp. 24-7.
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272 THE STATUS OF THE WELSH April

for believing that we possess these provisions substantially in
the form in which they were issued.

The date of that issue is not hard to fix with approximate
accuracy. Ine succeeded to the throne in 688, and when the laws
were issued St. Eorcenwold, bishop of London, was still living.4

The commonly accepted date for the saint's death is 693 or 694.8

Dr. Liebermann, in his Gesetze der Angdsachsen, was in favour of
695 : 6 but in a more recent paper he reverts to the traditional
693-4.7 We know in the first place that St. Eorcenwold was com-
memorated on April 30 : and although the day itself may not
correspond exactly with his death, it is natural to suppose that
he died some time in the course of that month. The last genuine
document in which he is mentioned is dated in March ; and,
according to Kemble, may belong to 692 or 693.8 Here he signs
along with King Sebbi of Essex. Now when Sebbi, who succeeded
in 664, had finished his thirty years of rule,9 and had retired to
the shelter of a monastery, St. Eorcenwold was dead, and his
successor Waldhere already installed.10 Considering the delay
which commonly attended the filling of a vacant see and the
installation of a new prelate, it is probable that St. Eorcenwold
was not alive in 694 at all. As the choice lies between 692, 693, and
694, the chances seem to favour 692 or 693. And as the document
already mentioned is dated in March, it would agree equally well
with either year. On the whole, then, it seems probable that the
laws were issued some time between 688 and 693.

Is it possible to fix the date with greater precision ? u Two
considerations are sometimes adduced in favour of the theory that
the laws were issued at the very end of this period of five years.
In the firet place Ine is known to have spent the early part of
his reign warring in Kent and Sussex, reaping the harvest of
trouble sown for him by his predecessor Ceadwalla ; n and it is
assumed that only after the conclusion of the struggle would he
have leisure for legislative activity. Secondly, the proprietary
attitude adopted towards St. Eorcenwold, in the preface, is said
to show that when the laws were issued Ine was master of Eorcen-

4 Liebermann, Gesetze, L 88-9.
* Dictionary of National Biography, a. v . ; Le Neve, Fasti Eccl. Angl.
' it 623. * Veber die Gesetze Ines, pp. 32-3.
' Kemble, Codex Diplomatics, xxxv.
• Bode, Historia Ecclttiastiea (ed. Plummer), iv. 11. '• Ibid. iii. 30.
11 Dr. Liebermann is satisfied with the five-year period. Of the older authorities,

Thorpe, Ancient Laws, i. 103, makes no attempt to determine the date, while Schmid,
Gesetze der Angdsachsen (1858), xxxvii, thinks that the issue may have taken plaoe
after the war with Kent, but is unwilling to press the point. On the other hand,
Professor Oman, England before the Norman Conquest, p. 328, seems convinced that
003 is the right date, and Mr. Plummer, Bede, ii. 217, gives the limits as 690-3 without-
assigning any reason.

u Bede, op. tit. iv. 15, 16 ; Anglo-Saxon Chronicle (Laud MS.), s. a, 686-94.
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1915 IN THE LAWS OF INE 273

wold's see, and therefore that he had successfully concluded his
wars in the east. But in neither case does the fact warrant the
inference. To take the second argument first, there is no reason to*
think that because Ine spoke of St. Eorcenwold as mines biscepes,
he must have been master of London. Dr. Liebermann, in his
recent paper,18 gives examples of the employment of these words
in connexions which forbid any such proprietary interpretation.
But if ' my bishop ' does imply anything more than common
form, there is no need to look to London to find a link between
king and prelate. St. Eorcenwold was founder* of Chertsey
Abbey,1* and this alone would have brought him into intimate
relations with the king within whose boundaries the house was
situated. Moreover, even if it be assumed that Ine was master of
London when the laws were issued, it is still impossible to argue
from this fact to the date. There is no reason why a king of the
West Saxons should not have been supreme in the East Saxon
capital long before he had completed the subjugation of Kent.

The first argument is little more convincing. To begin with,
the Chronicle gives 694 as the year when the struggle with Kent
was concluded, and we have seen some reason for thinking that
the laws were probably not issued later than 693. Next, Ine's
preface seems to point at least as clearly to the beginning as to
the end of the period 688-93. Whether the phrase be 9am stafiole
urea rices be a traditional form or not, it well expresses the inten-
tion of the legislator as discoverable in the preface' as a whole.
Apparently there has been oppression and perversion of justice
in the past : officials are warned not to nullify enactments
intended to be remedial. There is no word, either here or else-
where, as to the disorders of any recent struggle ; and whether
the argumentum ex silentio can be pressed or not, there is at least
nothing improbable in the suggestion that the laws were issued
rather to prepare Wessex for the coming conflict than to heal her
wounds after the war had been ended. Further, some light
may be thrown upon the value of this suggestion by an examina-
tion of the provisions concerning the Welsh ; for it is reasonable
to conclude that Ine's attitude towards the alien population in
his western dominions would depend, at any given moment, very
largely upon his ability or inability to suppress a revolutionary
movement on their part. If hifl whole attitude in the laws is
marked by concession and redress of grievances, we may be sure
that his hands are tied by war or by a prospect of war' upon his
eastern frontier. In either case, there will be some grounds for
believing that the laws were issued at the very beginning of his
reign, say in 688 or 689, when his domestic difficulties were hardly
adjusted, and foreign affairs were threatening serious trouble.

"pp. 33, 34. " Bode, op. ett iv. 6.
VOL. XXX.—NO. CXVTn. T
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274 THE STATUS OF THE WELSH April

The first and most important question in the relations between
Welsh and Saxons1* concerned the land. Had the original
inhabitants been dispossessed in favour of new-comers, or did
they merely suffer a reduction of status, becoming tenants where
once they had been lords ? While it would be dangerous to
assert that the latter alternative was invariably adopted, it is
plain that it is the one which the legislator has in mind. In many
cases, tracts of territory had been granted by West Saxon kings
to members of the gesithcund class, on condition that a certain
proportion of the whole area was peopled and kept under cultiva-
tion. A man who received 20 hides must show 12 hides of
' settled' land ;16 the standard grant of 10 hides, taken as the
unit of gafol-assessment, necessitated the ' settling ' of 6 hides ;17

a grant of 3 hides required l£ . u In most cases there would seem
to have been a Welsh population on this land ; for it is mainly
with reference to landed property that the Welsh are divided
into grades. Of five recognized ranks one only is independent of
property qualification. At the head of the scale comes the
substantial landowner with a 6-hide estate.19 Evidently a con-
siderable personage, with numerous dependants who cultivated
his land, he is admitted to the sixhynde class. Had he been
a Saxon he would be twelfhynde ; but his foreign blood halves
his status. Next in rank comes a man who owes his position,
not to property, but to the prestige attaching to the royal
service. ' The king's horse-Welshman who goes upon errands ' is
twyhynde, and thus stands on an equality with the ordinary
Saxon freeman.20 Next below comes the person who is regarded
in some sort as typical : the Welshman who holds one hide of
land, cultivates it by the labour of himself and his dependants,
and pays gafcl to some lord for it.21 His wergild is 120 shillings,
as against the 200 shillings of the Saxon occupying land assessed
at the same figure. The son of such a Welshman is accorded
a wergild of 100 shillings—a provision which seems to imply
some official recognition of social distinctions among the subject
people. Lower down still come two further classes : the small
Welsh farmer with half a hide of land, whose wergild is 80 shillings,
and the landless man, who is valued at 60 shillings only, and
ranks as a feow.22

It is natural to suppose, with Professor Vinogradoff, that the
Welsh landholders held their estates as the dependants of Saxon

" Among modem authorities see particularly Vinogradoff, The Orowthofthe Manor,
n. i. 2 ; Chadwich, Studies, pp. 91 ff., 103 ff.; Seebohm, Tribal Custom t» Anglo-Saxon
Law (ed. 1911), pp. 396-406. " Ine, 64.

17 Ine, 70. 1 ; 65. Cf. Vinogradoff, loc tit. u Ine, 66. u Ine, 66.
a Ine, 33. The English radcnihi, whose service appears to have been the same,

was seemingly recognized, at any rate a little later, as sixhynde. Cf. Chadwick,
Studies, p. 93. " Ine, 23. 3 ; 32. «• Ine, 32.
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1915 IN THE LAWS OF INE 275

lords. It is this dependent population which Ine was concerned
to protect. We have no means of finding out whether, the Welsh
tenant had hitherto held at his lord's pleasure : but it is certain
that from the time of Ine's code he was to some extent protected.
The exactions to which a Welsh gafolgdda was liable appear
to have consisted of dues and services. Among the former were
reckoned, in addition to gafol proper, certain incidental payments.
Two at least were now denned by Ine, and denned in a manner
whioh must have made extortion difficult. The beregafol, a per
capita exaction in kind assessed upon the number of reapers
employed at harvest time, was fixed at six waegas.1* The value
of the gafolhwitd, or tribute-cloth, was settled at sixpence from
each hide.2* In addition, the gafol itself was to some extent
defined by a careful estimate of the rent in kind which might be
exacted from any given 10-hide estate : ' ten vats of honey,
three hundred loaves, twelve ambers of Welsh beer, thirty ambers
of clear ale, two full-grown oxen or ten wethers, ten geese, twenty
hens, ten cheeses, one amber of butter, five salmon, twenty
waegas of hay, one hundred eels.' 26 Such a list, it is natural
to suppose, was the joint render of a number of small holdings,
collected for the lord's use by a land-agent.

| In regard to labour services, our information is much less
precise ; but there is no reason to doubt that Professor Vino-
gradoff is right in thinking that great Saxon landowners, living
on conquered territory, got their cultivation done for them
through smaller landowners, who might probably be either
Saxon or Welsh. The actual praedial labour would fall to Welsh
Peoxos. As to the quantity or incidence of such labour we know
nothing. It seems that no gafolgdda could be forced against bis
will to render labour service in addition to the gafol which he had
covenanted to pay for his land. He might, if he chose, recede'
from the bargain altogether, and depart elsewhere.86 To this
rule there was, however, one exception. The gafolgdda who had
accepted a house (boil) with his holding was more completely
under the control of his lord, and might be compelled to render
praedial service which fell outside the original agreement.

The most noteworthy feature of these provisions is rather
that a position of some kind was found for the Welsh within the
West Saxon polity than that this position was one of inferiority.
As a conquered people the Welsh must have been pretty much
at the mercy of the victors. And yet here, at any rate, they seem
to be treated in very tolerable fashion: they are left on their
lands, and their services are not subject entirely to the caprice
of their Saxon masters. And if the provisions concerning legal

"100,69.1. " Ine , 44.1.
- Ine, 70. L ** Ine, 67.

T 3
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276 THE STATUS OF THE WELSH April

processes be examined, it will appear that the treatment of the
Welsh is not ungenerous. The Welshman ia allowed to make use
of the syBtem of oath-helping to free himself from accusations
even of the gravest kind ; *7 he may sue and be sued in the
ordinary courts. An accusation of cattle -stealing or of harbouring
stolen goods, if brought by a Welshman, must be rebutted with
•an oath of 60 hides;28 and this is no light matter, although a
similar accusation, proceeding from a Saxon, necessitated a denial
supported by an oath of 120 hides. In the case even of the
witefieow, Welsh blood makes a difference. A 12-hide oath will
get a Welshman a thrashing, while a Saxon's skin is safe unless
the oath is one of 34 (perhaps an error for 24) hides.29 The
advantage, however, is not all on one side : the Welshman can
escape his beating for 12 shillings, while the Saxon must pay just
twice as much to keep a whole skin.

One of the most remarkable provisions is that which implies
a recognition of the kinship-organization of the subject people ;
it being fully admitted that a Welshman, who is in a servile
position relative to a Saxon master, may none the less have free
kindred of his own. If a Welshman slays a Saxon, the Welshman's
lord may redeem hi™ from death by a money payment ; but if
the lord refuses to do so, he is obliged to release him from bondage,
and the man, if possessed of free kin, may obtain from them the
necessary ransom and thus escape the consequences of his crime.30

The general liberality of this provision towards the subject race is
very notable ; every opportunity of avoiding the death-penalty
is afforded to the culprit. It should not be forgotten, however,
that by allowing the obligation of wergild to fall, under certain
circumstances, upon the kinsmen of the murderer, Ine is fixing
upon them a share of the responsibility. Sheer self-interest would
induce the Welsh kinship-organizations to employ their influence
for the suppression of the slaying of Saxons by Welshmen.

It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that Ine's provisions
about the Welsh, studiously fair and even liberal as they appear,
represent a deliberate attempt at conciliation. The subject
people are treated as inferiors indeed, but as inferiors possessing
rights which their masters must respect. They are admitted
to the protection of the West Saxon courts, and their voice is
heard beside that of their conquerors. Considering time and
place, the equation, two Welshmen = one Saxon, is not un-
generous. They are no sheep to be shorn at will: their pecuniary

" Ine, 46. 2, &o. Dr. Soebohm, op. eit. p. 402, doubts whether the Welsh were
oathworthy. But unless such was the case, it is difficult to attach a meaning to Ine's
provisions regarding their testimony. The Ordinance of the Dunsaetas, £rom which
Dr. Seebohm quotes, is not at all to the point.

•* Ine, 46 ; 46. 1. " Ine, 54. 2. *> Ine, 74 ; 74. 1.
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1915 IN THE LAWS OF INE 277

as well as their judicial rights are to some extent safeguarded.
These considerations seem to lend some weight to the hypo*
thesis previously advanced, namely, that the laws containing the
provisions just examined were put forward at the time when the
passivity of the Welsh must have been of supreme importance to
Ine : that is, in the course of the first few months of his reign.
A king who ascends the throne of a distracted realm with the
prospect of a dangerous war on his hands is unlikely to wait until
five years have elapsed before issuing enactments calculated to
win the support of his subjects and to promote ' the stability of
his kingdom '. By 693 Ine must have been firmly established :
hard fighting had made him secure, and had paved his way for
the triumph of the following year. But in 688 or 689 he was at
the very outset of his troubles, and it was of the greatest conse-
quence to him that there should be no movement among the
Welsh. In the absence of definite proof to the contrary, there-
fore, it seems distinctly probable, from the very nature of its
enactments, that the issue of this code should be assigned to 688
or 689 rather than to 692 or 693.

L. F . RiTSHBROOK WTT.T.TAMS.

The Sheriffs of Lincolnshire and Yorkshire, 1066-1130

THE following notes on the early sheriffs of Lincolnshire and
Yorkshire may be found useful as aids in assigning approximate
dates to a number of royal charters and writs issued during the
period from 1066 to 1130.

In the Domesday Survey of Lincolnshire, under ' Clamores in
Westreding ', it is recorded that Grinchel had, in the time of
King Edward, sac and soc over his hind, but in the year in which
that king died he suffered forfeiture and gave the land to Merlo-
euen, the sheriff, for the king's forfeit {reatus), and made him
heir.1 In 1067 Merlesuen attested, as 'vicecomes, a charter of
William I, confirming to Abbot Brand the possessions of the
monastery of Peterborough in co. Lincoln.4 In the summer of
1068 he joined the revolt at York.3 Later his lands were bestowed
upon Ralph Paynel. The next sheriff upon record was Thorold,
named in the Survey as the donor of a manor in Bucknall,
co. Lincoln, and soc-land there belonging to the manor of Belch-
ford, co. Lincoln, to the monastery of St. Guthlac at Crowland
—' Hano terrain dedit Turoldus vicecomes [interlined] Sancto

1 D. B. i. 376, ool. 2. Cf. Gaim»r, Okton. Angl.-Norm., 5266.
1 Monaet. Angl. i. 383 b ; Davis, Begesta Begum Angl.-Norm., n. 8.
» Orderio (ed. Le Provost), ii. 188, 192 ; Florence of Worcester, an. 1068.
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